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length

Filter Length=no. of coefficients= M    (filter type)
Order of the filter = M-1

Another definition from the text book

Filter Length=no. of coefficients= N+1 =2M+1    (filter type)
Order of the filter = N

N+1

Replace every N N+1
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Z=-1   w=pi  f=fs/2 

Comparison of the window, optimum and frequency 
sampling methods

• The optimum method provides an efficient way for computing 
FIR filter coefficient. for a reasonable values of N. 

• The method provides total control of filter specifications.
• However, optimal filter design software is mandatory.
• in the absence of optimal software or when the passband 

and stopband ripples are equal, the window method 
represents a good choice. 

• It is a particularly simple to apply.
• However, optimal method will often give less coefficients
• The window method doesn’t allow the designer to precise 

control of the cutoff frequencies or ripples in PB and SB.
• frequency sampling method allow recursive implementations 

but lacks precise control of the location of the bandedge 
frequencies. “Transition band  samples”
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Several authors have advanced formulas 
for estimating the minimum value of the 
filter order N that meet the given filter 
specs.

Slightly more accurate

Hermann’s formula
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KAISERORD FIR order estimator (lowpass, highpass, bandpass, multiband).

[N,Wn,BTA,FILTYPE] = KAISERORD(F,A,DEV,Fs) 

is the approximate order N, normalized frequency band edges Wn, Kaiser window beta parameter 
BTA  and filter type FILTYPE to be used by the FIR1 function:

B = FIR1(N, Wn, FILTYPE, kaiser( N+1,BTA ), 'noscale' )

Cd program 
kaiord.m

Inputs
LPF , peak stop and passband ripples=0.1, omrgas=0.3pi , omrgap=0.5pi , 

Note: cofficients obtained using kaiser
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% Program 10_1
% Estimation of FIR Filter Order Using remezord
%
fedge = input('Type in the bandedges = ');
mval = input('Desired magnitude values in each band = ');
dev = input('Allowable deviation in each band = ');
FT = input('Type in the sampling frequency = ');
[N, fpts, mag, wt] = remezord(fedge, mval, dev, FT);
fprintf('Filter order is %d \n',N);

FIRPMORD  Parks-McClellan optimal equiripple FIR order estimator.
[N,Fo,Ao,W] = FIRPMORD(F,A,DEV,Fs) finds the approximate order N, 
normalized frequency band edges Fo, frequency band magnitudes Ao and 
weights W to be used by the FIRPM function as follows:

B = FIRPM(N,Fo,Ao,W)
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Low Pass filter FIR Design issue:

When we consider the design of a lowpass linear phase filter,
type 3 has zeros at both z=1 and z=-1
Type 4 has a zero at z=0 
Thus these two types can not be used for LPF design

On the other hand, type 2 has a zero at z=-1 and hence
it can be used to design a LPF along with the type 1 filter
that has  no restrictions

% Program 10_2
% Design of Equiripple Linear-Phase FIR Filters
%
format long
fedge = input('Band edges in Hz = ');
mval = input('Desired magnitude values in each band = ');
dev = input('Desired ripple in each band =');
FT = input('Sampling frequency in Hz = ');
[N,fpts,mag,wt] = remezord(fedge,mval,dev,FT);
b = remez(N,fpts,mag,wt);
disp('FIR Filter Coefficients'); disp(b)
[h,w] = freqz(b,1,256);
plot(w/pi,20*log10(abs(h)));grid;
xlabel('\omega/\pi'); ylabel('Gain, dB');

wt =   1.00   5.59
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>> b'

ans =
-0.00528821565206
-0.02427656045325
-0.01763627129682
0.00748393833738
0.02235487646567

-0.00197921004415
-0.03172161448863
-0.01082775442469
0.04175020832597
0.03549072964251

-0.05040443020573
-0.08768797471498
0.05623651758405
0.31190360510442
0.44170620151624
0.31190360510442
0.05623651758405

-0.08768797471498
-0.05040443020573
0.03549072964251
0.04175020832597

-0.01082775442469
-0.03172161448863
-0.00197921004415
0.02235487646567
0.00748393833738

-0.01763627129682
-0.02427656045325
-0.00528821565206

Filter length =29 type (1) odd,symmetry
Filter order N=28

Prog. 10_2

Note that:
All four types of FIR filters 
can be used for designing BPF

Modify the code 10_2 by replace format long with …..
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L-1+0+pi+wp1+wp2+ws1+ws2

% Program 10_4
% Kaiser Window Generation
fpts = input('Type in the bandedges = ');
mag = input('Type in the desired magnitude values = ');
dev = input('Type in the ripples in each band = ');
[N,Wn,beta,ftype] = kaiserord(fpts,mag,dev)
w = kaiser(N+1,beta); w = w/sum(w);
[h,omega] = freqz(w,1,256);
plot(omega/pi,20*log10(abs(h)));grid;
xlabel('\omega/\pi'); ylabel('Gain, dB');

Design Steps:

1. The type of window to be used is determined to meet the desired
“stopband” attenuation.

2. The order of the FIR filter is determined using fixed windows table
or filter order equations for cheby. and kaiser adjustable windows.

3. The desired ideal FIR impulse response is computed which is the multiplied
by window coefficients generated in 1st step to yield the cofficients of the FIR filter
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FIR1   FIR filter design using the window method.
B = FIR1(N,Wn) designs an N'th order lowpass FIR digital filter

and returns the filter coefficients in length N+1 vector B.
The cut-off frequency Wn must be between 0 < Wn < 1.0, with 

1.0  corresponding to half the sample rate.  The filter B is real and 
has linear phase.  The normalized gain of the filter at Wn is -6 dB.

% Program 10_5
% Lowpass Filter Design Using the Kaiser Window
%
fpts = input('Type in the bandedges = ');
mag = input('Type in the desired magnitude values = ');
dev = input('Type in the ripples in each band = ');
[N,Wn,beta,ftype] = kaiserord(fpts,mag,dev)
kw = kaiser(N+1,beta);
b = fir1(N,Wn, kw);

[h,omega] = freqz(b,1,512);
plot(omega/pi,20*log10(abs(h)));grid;
xlabel('\omega/\pi'); ylabel('Gain, dB');
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Frequency Sampling method
FIR2   FIR arbitrary shape filter design using the frequency sampling method.

B = FIR2(N,F,A) designs an N'th order FIR digital filter with the
frequency response specified by vectors F and A, and returns the
filter coefficients in length N+1 vector B.  Vectors F and A specify
the frequency and magnitude breakpoints for the filter such that
PLOT(F,A) would show a plot of the desired frequency response.
The frequencies in F must be between 0.0 < F < 1.0, with 1.0
corresponding to half the sample rate. They must be in increasing
order and start with 0.0 and end with 1.0.

The filter B is real, and has linear phase, i.e., symmetric
coefficients obeying B(k) =  B(N+2-k), k = 1,2,...,N+1.

By default FIR2 windows the impulse response with a Hamming window.
Other available windows, including Boxcar, Hann, Bartlett, Blackman,
Kaiser and Chebwin can be specified with an optional trailing argument.
For example,
B = FIR2(N,F,A,bartlett(N+1)) uses a Bartlett window.
B = FIR2(N,F,A,chebwin(N+1,R)) uses a Chebyshev window.

For filters with a gain other than zero at Fs/2, e.g., highpass
and bandstop filters, N must be even.  Otherwise, N will be
incremented by one.  In this case the window length should be
specified as N+2.

% Program 10_6
% Design of Multiband FIR Filter Using Hamming 

Window
%
fpts = [0 0.28 0.3 0.5 0.52 1];
mval = [0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7];
b = fir2(100,fpts,mval);
[h,omega] = freqz(b,1,512);
plot(omega/pi,abs(h));grid;
xlabel('\omega/\pi'); ylabel('Magnitude');


